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Highlights 

 New visitor spending in Corpus Christi from a single cruise 

line is likely to exceed $37 million a year 

 The direct jobs in the tourism sector from a single cruise 

line are estimated at 500 jobs with a total impact of 800 

jobs in all sectors of the regional economy 

 The majority of cruise passengers are likely to arrive by 

air rather than by auto.  The most likely scenario is that a 

single cruise line will generate more than 170,000 airline 

boardings per year  at Corpus Christi International Airport 

 These estimates exclude the economic impacts from 

cruise ship operations, crew spending, and additional 

airline operations, which were outside the scope of this 

project.  These other forms of spending are likely to 

exceed the economic impacts from visitor spending 

alone. 
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Report of Findings   
Corpus Christi Economic Development 
Corporation 

This report presents Taimerica’s estimates of the economic impacts of cruise passenger spending 

on the Corpus Christi regional economy.  An estimate of the additional airline boardings from 

cruise passengers is derived from that estimate using published information from the U.S. 

Department of Transportation.  

The report excludes spending by cruise lines and by ship crews, which could be significantly larger 

than visitor spending.  It also excludes the economic impacts in air transportation from additional 

airline operations.  These estimates were outside the scope of the project. 

The report is divided into three sections:  estimates of visitor spending, estimate of airline 

passengers, and conclusions.  The estimates are based on national data sources, such as 

truecruise.com, Corpus Christi Convention and Visitors Bureau, Cruise Lines International 

Association, and the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics. Some of the model parameters were 

collected in interviews with executives at ports with large cruise operations. 

Visitor Spending 
Visitor spending estimates are modeled on a combination of current visitor spending in Corpus 

Christi and existing cruise ship operations at other U.S. ports.  Taimerica estimated spending for 

three sizes of vessels from a list of 153 cruise vessels operating at U.S. ports:  

 Small vessel ( 25th percentile)  MSC Melody @ 1250 passengers   

 Median vessel (50th percentile):  Grandeur of the Seas @ 1950 passengers 

 Large vessel (75th percentile): Rhapsody of the Seas @ 2435 passengers 

The following assumptions are an integral part of the model: 

 As is customary in Miami, passengers spend the night before cruise in a Corpus Christi 

hotel 

 The number of annual vessel sailings is the average for ships operating in Galveston and 

New Orleans (in other words, cruise length averages 7 days) 

 The number of ships ported in Corpus Christi is two from a single cruise line 
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 The occupancy level per vessel represents the average for the industry, based on a 

confidential interview with an executive at another port with a large cruise ship operation 

 The spending levels per passenger are the 2014 averages for Corpus Christi from the 

Texas Tourism survey 

 Multiplier impacts of visitor spending are from the 2012 impact report for Corpus Christi 

Convention & Visitors Bureau  

 The model results in Table 1 show that the number of annual passengers is between 214,500 and 

417,846 with a midpoint of 334,000 passengers.  Direct visitor spending is between $23,766,600 

and $46,297,337.  In other words, the most likely scenario is that a single cruise line will generate 

an additional 334,000 room nights in the hotel market and will generate an additional $37 million 

in visitor spending. 
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Cruise Ship Percentile Passengers

Occupancy 

Percent

Cruises/

Year

Annual 

Passengers

Avg. 

Nights

Spend per day 

per passenger Total Spend

MSC Melody 25 1,250 110% 78 214,500     1 110.80$           23,766,600$    

Grandeur of the Seas 50 1,950 110% 78 334,620     1 110.80$           37,075,896$    

Rhapsody of the Seas 75 2,435 110% 78 417,846     1 110.80$           46,297,337$    

Annual Passengers

Table 1
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Taimerica modeled the number of direct and total economic impacts of the additional visitor 

spending using multipliers from The Economic Significance of Tourism and Nature Tourism in 

Corpus Christi.  Table 2 shows that the total number of new jobs in the Corpus Christi metro is 

between 554 and 1,078; the total economic output, stimulated by a new cruise line depending 

upon ship size, ranges from $54.6 million to $106.5 million.  The midpoint of 863 total jobs and 

$85 million of economic output is the most likely estimate. 

 

 

 

Airline Boardings 
Taimerica developed a gravity model to estimate the number of cruise passengers in Corpus 

Christi that would arrive by airline.  The foundation of the gravity model was a regression 

equation that generated an index relating the home locations of cruise passengers in 2014 at six 

major cruise ports with the distance from port to home.  Average distances between each cruise 

port and passengers’ home locations were estimated using GIS technology. 

The proportion of the population that books a cruise declines with distance from cruise terminals.  

The model shows that the rate declines with the square of distance from port.  The regression 

model developed to estimate the distance decay factor was statistically significant at the .10 level 

for the 19 observations in the model.  It is the best estimator available relating the distance 

between a cruise passenger’s home and port and the propensity to book a cruise. 

The percentage of cruise passengers that arrive by airline will vary with the distance from port.  

According to the travel survey conducted by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics in 2001, 95 

percent of passengers within 500 miles drive rather than fly.  The percentage drops to 62 percent 

for trips between 500-750 miles.  For trips longer than 750 miles, the majority of passengers fly 

rather than drive. 

Cruise Ship Percentile Visitor Spending Direct Jobs Direct Earnings Total Output Total Jobs

MSC Melody 25 23,766,600$          326 6,294,441$        54,663,180$    554

Grandeur of the Seas 50 37,075,896$          508 9,819,329$        85,274,561$    863

Rhapsody of the Seas 75 46,297,337$          634 12,261,572$      106,483,875$  1078

Table 2

Economic Impacts from Cruise Passengers
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Just one-fourth of hypothetical passengers live within driving distance of Corpus Christi (see Table 

3).  In aggregate, 178,000 (or 53 percent) of the estimated 335,000 cruise passengers in Corpus 

Christi are likely to arrive by air. 

 

 

Conclusion 
A single cruise line could have a significant impact on the tourism sector in Corpus Christi by 

generating more than $37 million of new visitor spending.  The jobs impacts in the tourism sector 

are likely to exceed 500 new jobs with regional growth of more than 800 jobs in all sectors of the 

economy.  This estimate is preliminary and subject to significant uncertainty.  The economic 

impacts from cruise ship operations, of crew spending and of additional airline operations are 

outside the scope of this report.  Those impacts probably exceed the jobs and spending impacts 

from the cruise passengers modeled in this study.  The estimated airline boardings are likely to 

have a substantial economic impact in Corpus Christi since they would represent more than a 50 

percent increase in total airline boardings at Corpus Christi International in 2015.  The additional 

airline boardings also have indirect impacts because they make air travel from Corpus Christi 

more efficient for businesses in the region. 

Bands Range

Distance 

Midpoint

Band 

Population 

Passenger 

Index

Percent of 

Passengers

Percent 

by Air

Passengers 

by Air

0-200 100 5.73                 833,683       6% 0% 0

200-400 300 12.99               1,308,362   10% 5% 1,634          

400-600 500 11.36               908,050       7% 34% 7,712          

600-800 700 13.75               910,994       7% 34% 7,737          

800-1000 900 35.97               2,015,065   15% 55% 27,686        

1000-1200 1100 48.53               2,322,727   17% 66% 38,295        

1200-1400 1300 57.85               2,375,338   18% 66% 39,163        

1400-1600 1500 26.67               939,904       7% 82% 19,253        

1600-1800 1700 43.66               1,316,151   10% 82% 26,960        

1800-2000 1900 18.14               464,840       3% 82% 9,522          

TOTAL 274.66             13,395,115 100% 177,964     

Estimated Trip Length for CC Cruise Passengers

Table 3


